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The study of the Universe before and 
during the epoch of reionization 
represents one of the major themes for 
the next generation of space and 
ground–based observational facilities. 
Many questions about the first phases 
of structure formation in the early 
Universe will still be open in the late 
2020s:
•  When and how did first 

stars/galaxies form? 
• What are their properties? When 

and how fast was the Universe 
enriched with metals? 

• How did reionization proceed? 3
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THESEUS: Main scientific goals
A) Exploring the Early Universe 
(cosmic dawn and reionization 
era) by unveiling the Gamma-Ray 
Burst (GRBs) population in the 
first billion years
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Shedding light on the early Universe with GRBs
Because of their huge luminosities, mostly 
emitted in the X and gamma-rays, their 
redshift distribution extending at least to z 
~9 and their association with explosive 
death of massive stars and star forming 
regions, GRBs are unique and powerful tools 
for investigating the early Universe: SFR 
evolution, physics of re-ionization, galaxies 
metallicity evolution and luminosity 
function, first generation (pop III) stars 



A statistical sample of high–z GRBs can provide 
fundamental information: 

• measure independently the cosmic star–formation rate, even 
beyond the limits of current and future galaxy surveys

•  directly (or indirectly) detect the first population of stars (pop III)
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Even JWST and ELTs surveys will be not able to probe the 
faint end of the galaxy Luminosity Function at high redshifts 
(z>6-8)

z=6.29; MAB > 28.86 Z=5.11; MAB > 28.13 Z=5.47; MAB > 28.57 

Z=6.73; MAB > 27.92 Z=8.23; MAB > 30.29 Z=9.4; MAB > 28.49 

Tanvir+12
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• the number density and properties of low-mass galaxies



Abundances, HI, dust, dynamics etc. even for very faint hosts. E.g. GRB 050730: 
faint host (R>28.5), but z=3.97, [Fe/H]=-2 and low dust, from afterglow spectrum 
(Chen et al. 2005; Starling et al. 2005). 
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• the neutral hydrogen fraction 
• the escape fraction of UV photons from high-z 

galaxies
• the early metallicity  of the ISM and IGM and its 

evolution



B) Perform an unprecedented deep monitoring of the soft 
X-ray transient Universe in order to:
Locate and identify the electromagnetic 

counterparts to sources of gravitational 
radiation and neutrinos, which may be 
routinely detected in the late ‘20s / early 
‘30s by next generation facilities like 
aLIGO/aVirgo, eLISA, ET, or Km3NET;

 Provide real-time triggers and accurate (~1 
arcmin within a few seconds; ~1’’ within a few 
minutes) high-energy transients for follow-up 
with next-generation optical-NIR (E-ELT, JWST 
if still operating), radio (SKA), X-rays (ATHENA), 
TeV (CTA) telescopes;  synergy with LSST

 Provide a fundamental step forward in the 
comprehension of the physics of various classes 
of  transients and fill the present gap in the 
discovery space of new classes of transients 
events



 Soft X-ray Imager (SXI): a set of four 
sensitive lobster-eye telescopes observing 
in 0.3 - 5 keV band, total FOV of ~1sr with 
source location accuracy < 1-2’; 

 X-Gamma rays  Imaging Spectrometer 
(XGIS,): 3 coded-mask X-gamma ray 
cameras using bars of Silicon diodes 
coupled with CsI crystal scintillators 
observing in 2 keV – 10 MeV band, a FOV of 
~1sr, overlapping the SXI, with ~5’ source 
location accuracy;.

 InfraRed Telescope (IRT): a 0.7m class IR 
telescope observing in the 0.7 – 1.8 μm 
band, providing a 10’x10’ FOV, with both 
imaging and moderate resolution 
spectroscopy capabilities 

THESEUS payload

LEO (< 5°, ~600 km)
Rapid slewing bus
Prompt downlink  



The Soft X-ray Imager (SXI)

4 DUs, each has a 31 x 26 degree FoV



The X-Gamma-rays spectrometer (XGS)





+ Infrared telescope and 
fast slewing !!!

2029-2030

2022



The InfraRed Telescope (IRT)
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 GW/multi-messenger and time-domain astrophysics 



 GW/multi-messenger and time-domain astrophysics 
Among the GW transient sources that will be monitored by THESEUS there are:
 NS-NS / NS-BH mergers:

 collimated EM emission from short GRBs and their afterglows (rate of ≤ 1/yr for 
2G GW detectors but up to 20/yr for 3G GW detectors as Einstein Telescope) 

 Optical/NIR and soft X-ray isotropic emissions from macronovae, off-axis 
afterglows and, for NS-NS, from newly born ms magnetar spindown (rate of GW 
detectable NS-NS or NS-BH systems, i.e. dozens-hundreds/yr)

 Core collapse of massive stars: Long GRBs, LLGRBs, ccSNe (much more uncertain 
predictions in GW energy output, possible rate of ~1/yr)

 Flares from isolated NSs: Soft Gamma Repeaters (although GW energy content is 
~0.01%-1% of EM counterpart) 

Credit: S. Vinciguerra



• survey capabilities  of transient 
phenomena similar to the Large Synoptic 
Survey Telescope (LSST) in the optical: a 
remarkable scientific sinergy can be 
anticipated.

•  substantially increased detection rate and 
characterization of sub-energetic GRBs and 
X-Ray Flashes;

• unprecedented  insights in the physics and 
progenitors of GRBs and their connection 
with peculiar core-collapse Sne;

• IR survey and guest observer 
possibilities, thus allowing an even 
stronger community involvement

 Time-domain astronomy and  GRB 
physics 



Mission profile and budgets

• Launch with VEGA-C into LEO (< 5°, ~600 km)
• Spacecraft slewing capabilities (30° < 5 min)
• Prompt downlink options : WHF network (options:  IRIDIUM network, 

ORBCOMM, NASA/TDRSS, ESA/EDRS)



THESEUS payload consortium (M5)
• ITALY -  L.P. / project office, XGIS, Malindi antenna 

• UK - SXI (optics + detectors + calibration) + S/W  (SXI pipeline and remote contribution to 
SDC) 

• France - IRT (coordination and IR camera, including cooler) , ESA - IRT optics + SXI CCDs

• Germany, Poland   -  Data Processing Units (DPU) for both SXI and XGS, Power Supply Units 
(PSU)

• Switzerland: SDC (data archiving, AOs, + pipelines) + IRT focal plane assembly

• Other contributions: Spain (XGIS collimators), Belgium (SXI integration and tests), Czech 
Rep. (mechanical structures and thermal control of SXI), Ireland (IRT focal plane), Hungary 
(spacecraft interface simulator, PDHU, IRT calib.), Slovenia (X-band transponder, mobile 
ground station)

 
• International optional contributions: USA: (TDRSS, contrib. to XGS and IRT detectors), 

Brazil:  Alcantara antenna, China (SXI, XGS), Japan ?

• Industrial partners: CGS (OHB group), GPAP



Conclusions 
 THESEUS (submitted to ESA/M5 by an Italy-led European collaboration, 
with interest of USA, China, Brazil) will fully exploit GRBs as powerful and 
unique tools to investigate the early universe and will provide us with 
unprecedented clues to GRB physics and sub-classes.

 THESEUS will perform a deep wide field monitoring of the high-energy sky 
from  X-rays (0.3 keV) to gamma-rays (tens of MeV) with unprecedented 
combination of sensitivity, FOV and source location accuracy in the soft 
X-rays, coupled with extension up to several MeVs

THESEUS will  also play a fundamental role for GW/multi-messenger and 
time domain astrophysics at the end of next decade, operating in perfect 
synergy with next generation multi messenger (aLIGO/aVirgo, eLISA, ET, or 
Km3NET;) and e.m. facilities (e.g., LSST, E-ELT, SKA, CTA, ATHENA)

The THESEUS proposal for ESA is a unique occasion for the worldwide GRB 
community and for exploiting the Italian leadership in the field 
and related R&D activities supported by ASI, INAF, INFN

About 200 researcher from worldwide institutions already provided their support to 
THESEUS/M5). Please, provide your interest / support  to 
amati@iasfbo.inaf.it or through the THESEUS web-site:  
http://www.isdc.unige.ch/theseus/
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